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JAMMU TO GET VILLAGE DEFENCE GROUPS
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Security challenges and their management in Border Areas

People’s wrath:A protest in Srinagar in 2015 demanding the disbanding of the erstwhile Village
Defence Committees.PTI | Photo Credit: PTI
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The Union government will re-establish village defence committees (VDCs) in Jammu to fight
militancy, provide hi-tech weapons and ensure equal salary to its members, top leaders of the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) have said in Jammu.
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“A meeting was called by Union Home Minister Amit Shah in New Delhi recently with us. It was
decided that VDCs will be re-established with a changed nomenclature. They will be called
‘village defence groups’ now. We expect a formal order soon from the Union Home Ministry. We
have demanded hi-tech weapons for them so that Pakistan’s designs can be foiled,” J&K BJP
general secretary and Kashmir in-charge Sunil Sharma said in Jammu.
The VDCs were constituted in 1995 in 10 districts of the Jammu region to fight militants in far-off
places.
Around 26,567 locals were recruited into them. Most of the VDCs were disbanded after its
members were accused of violence.
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CPI(M) leader M.Y. Tarigami said, "The move is bound to prove counter-productive. These
committees have faced accusations of gross abuses in J&K. Their role is shadowed by their
involvement in rampant human rights abuses."
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Former Chief Minister and People Democratic Party chief Mehbooba Mufti criticised the move as
“another addition to a slew of decisions that contradict the Government of India’s much-touted
normalcy claims. It will also create a wedge between communities.”
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LET’S ENFORCE AGE-GATE RULES TO SECURE
CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Technological solutions exist but legal enforcement hasn’t kept up
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Peter Steiner’s famous cartoon in the New Yorker about online anonymity—that on the internet,
nobody knows you’re a dog—becomes devastating in the context of digital inscrutability for kids.
When nobody knows who is under 13, tweens can compare themselves with thinfluencers on
Instagram, 5-year-olds can broadcast to hundreds of adults on streaming platforms, and children
can wander into a strip club in the metaverse, according to a grim BBC News investigation
published recently. Most popular social media firms including ByteDance Ltd’s TikTok and Meta
Platforms Inc’s Instagram have an age minimum of 13, but none of them does much to keep
kids off its systems beyond asking for a date of birth.
That’s why it is encouraging to see an array of new children’s codes proposed by legislators
across Europe, Australia and also in the US, aimed at making the internet safer for kids. If they
work, online apps will be forced to offer alternative versions for children.
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But the efficacy of these laws will hinge on consistently and accurately recognizing when web
users are under-age, without compromising the privacy of users. For the moment, the most
prominent proposals impose age minimums, but unfortunately neglect to offer rules on how
information is to be gathered or kept secure.
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There are already myriad ways to attempt to verify someone’s age online, ranging from the
cutting edge to the creepy to the mundane. With facial analysis, for instance, algorithms taught
using thousands of facial images can estimate someone’s age through the front-facing camera
of a phone or computer, typically accurate to within a year or two. Artificial intelligence could also
divine age from someone’s voice, while digital tokens offering proof of age that are verified by
local shopkeepers can be used to access certain websites.
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Web platforms also can tap profiling data based on someone’s online behaviour. By the time
children turn 13, advertising and tech firms have already captured about 72 million data points
about them, according to a 2017 study by tech privacy firm SuperAwesome Inc. Other less
technologically sophisticated methods include carrying out a credit check or verifying a person’s
age via their mobile network operator.
Yet, as age-recognition technology has advanced, policies for capturing the information have
failed to keep pace. One risk is that improving technology will also make it easier for companies
or even malicious actors to harvest the facial data of thousands of people on the net, including
children.
Other proposals seem to have good intentions but lack teeth. Two bodies that oversee
international standards for businesses have crafted internet age-verification proposals. With the
snappy names ISO-SC27/WG5 and IEEE-P2089.1, both rules are being reviewed by member
countries and could begin to be adopted in the next 12 to 18 months. But it’s unclear if the
standards will be mandatory, a troubling weak spot for any new law aiming to protect kids online.
UK lawmaker Beeban Kidron, who was behind a law known as the Children’s Code that forced
several large internet companies including Facebook and TikTok to tweak their services for
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children, is now banging the drum for strict standards on age checks. She isn’t particularly
worried about which technological method works best: “When you set the bar for what
something must be, then everybody innovates to meet it," she said in an interview.
A new UK proposal, the Online Safety Bill, is expected to go before Parliament this year. But so
far the measure doesn’t require companies to follow certain standards for age checking.
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In the US, two senators recently proposed the Kids Online Safety Act, modelled on the latest UK
bill. But the US proposal lacks detail on how standards for age-checking would be enforced,
saying only that US regulators should explore technically feasible methods.
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While the US and UK debate age-verification standards, Germany might be the first to impose
them on internet businesses. The German government has already approved approximately 80
different approaches for age-checking online and the country’s regulators are further ahead than
any others, according to Julie Dawson, head of policy at Yoti Ltd, a London-based ageverification company. Germany’s child protection regulators also have threatened to block one of
the world’s largest pornographic websites over inadequate age-checking.
Standards don’t achieve much without penalties. They only really work when governments make
them enforceable by regulators. Even the most promising laws aimed at protecting children on
the internet will be toothless if standards for recognizing children in the first place are not set
strictly in stone.
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Parmy Olson is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist covering technology.
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THE PECULIAR CASE OF LADAKH’S EASTERN
BOUNDARY
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Security challenges and their management in Border Areas
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This file photograph released by the Indian Army on February 16, 2021 shows People Liberation
Army soldiers and tanks during military disengagement along the Line of Actual Control at the
India-China border in Ladakh. | Photo Credit: AFP
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Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi is in India and is expected to meet External Affairs Minister S.
Jaishankar and National Security Adviser Ajit Doval. The changed global geopolitical situation is
a good time to focus on the peculiar case of Ladakh’s eastern boundary and the unnecessary
ongoing conflict.
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There has never been a defined boundary in this area because high watershed frameworks do
not apply to the parallel ranges in Ladakh, where the topography shaped both its polity and
relations with others. Leh was the ‘cross road of high Asia’ where traders exchanged goods by
barter. Ladakh translates as the ‘land of high passes’, which defined the limits of its
administrative control over trade routes via the Karakoram pass to the north, Demchok to the
south and Zojila to the west, triangulating the small settled population limited to the Indus Valley,
now with India. Grazing grounds in the south were shared with Tibet. The uninhabited soda
plains to the east extending over 100 square miles at a height of 17,000 feet, now disputed
between India and China, were of no use and not governed by anyone.
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Ladakh emerged as a distinct entity with the Treaty of Timosgang in 1684. This treaty
established relations between Leh and Lhasa through trade exchanges. With the Treaty of
Chushul in 1842, Ladakh and Tibet agreed to maintain the status quo. The Treaty of Amritsar in
1846 between the East India Company and the State of Kashmir included Ladakh with its
eastern boundary undefined, and the focus remained pashmina trade for making shawls.
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After Britain took over governance of India, attention shifted to the northern boundary of Ladakh
because of the Russian advance into Central Asia. In 1870, a British Joint Commissioner was
posted at Leh, who continued good relations and correspondence with the Dalai Lama and the
Chinese Amban at Lhasa and with the Kashmir State. Both India and China have relied on the
correspondence and travel accounts, which had a very different purpose, obscuring the reality
that the customary boundary was defined only for the limited area under human occupation.
The authoritative ‘Gazetteer of Kashmir and Ladak’, brought out in 1890, states that from the
Karakoram to the head of the Changchenmo valley the boundary with ‘Chinese Tibet” is “quite
doubtful” (the area of the current discussions) and clear only for the area to the south and west
which represents actual occupation (currently not disputed). The unoccupied Aksai Chin is
described as “neutral territory”, suitable for wheeled transport and where the Chinese built their
road.
There has been advance in developing a common understanding, moving from establishing
respective claims to recognising the ground reality. In 1959, experts of both countries, not
unexpectedly, further hardened positions as both sides relied selectively on any correspondence
or travel record that would justify their already established stand. In 1993, the signing of an
Agreement on the Maintenance of Peace and Tranquillity along the Line of Actual Control
brought in diplomats, and the dialogue moved from history to principles. In 2020, the focus
shifted to the ground situation and after 15 rounds of talks, the recent joint statement has
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highlighted continuing the military and diplomatic dialogue and reaching a mutually acceptable
resolution of the remaining issues at the earliest for progress in bilateral relations.
Outside this process, Indian diplomats, Army chief Kodendera Subayya General Thimayya
earlier and recently former Commanders of the Leh Corps have characterised the Karakoram
watershed as a defensible border, to which the Chinese claim line broadly corresponds, leaving
the area where earlier no one exercised control, Aksai Chin, to China. This raises the question
why this assertion has been ignored at the political level.
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A former Foreign Secretary and Ambassador to China and the U.S. has explained initial
decisions as “ineptitude” and the approach as “unrealistic”, arguing that it is necessary to first
acknowledge mistakes of the 1950s for moulding a new domestic consensus. For example,
following the Seventeen Point Agreement between China and Tibet in June 1951, even as the
Chinese moved into Tibet across Aksai Chin, the North-East Frontier Agency was handed over
to the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) but not Ladakh. Examining this Agreement, the MEA felt
it was “reasonable” and inexplicably that India had no use for the Consulate in Kashghar across
the northern border of Ladakh. In the India-China Agreement of April 29, 1954, it appears that
the reference to passes marking the boundary in the central sector was taken as including the
passes in Ladakh assuming recognition of the boundary. This led to new official maps in June
1954 with the MEA deciding on ‘the most favorable line’ in eastern Ladakh. As the Ambassador
points out, in Parliament, Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru never admitted that the entire
boundary was unilaterally defined or even that it was in dispute leading to the notion of “Chinese
betrayal” in the public imagination.
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The year 1954, not 1962, was the turning point in complicating the situation. Unilateral actions in
“neutral territory” establishing a strategic road and defining the boundary converted a colonial
ambiguity into a dispute, instead of adopting the watershed principle as in the case of the border
of all other Himalayan States. The Cold War heightened mistrust, with Pakistan joining the
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization and the United States’ covert operation with the brother of
the Dalai Lama residing in Kalimpong arming Tibetans.
The solution lies in the equally unique 70-year-old continuing dialogue despite each side calling
the other an aggressor and sporadic military incidents. Instead of claims, the growing confidence
of both countries should enable them to acknowledge acts of commission and omission in the
1950s as newly independent ancient civilisations extended overlapping sovereignty in the
uninhabited area in Ladakh over which neither had ever exercised control.
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In what would be a bold political step, agreement on the watershed boundary following a wellestablished principle would meet the national security concerns of India and China without
bringing in intractable issues of sovereignty.
Mukul Sanwal is a former UN diplomat
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U.S., EU AGREE ON DATA TRANSFER PACT
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The previous deal, known as Privacy Shield, was nixed by court in
2020.iStockPHOTOanyaberkut
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President Joe Biden on Friday said the U.S. and EU had reached a new agreement on the
transfer of personal data that would replace previous arrangements that were struck down by
Europe’s top court over spying concerns.
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The urgently needed arrangements came as U.S. tech giants faced a barrage of lawsuits from
EU activists who are concerned about the ability of U.S. security services to access the personal
data of Europeans.
This will be a third attempt for a new data deal and succeeds deals that were invalidated after
successful lawsuits argued that U.S. laws violated the fundamental rights of EU citizens.
The deal “underscores our shared commitment to privacy, to data protection and to the rule of
law”, Mr. Biden said in a joint press appearance in Brussels with EU commission president
Ursula von der Leyen.
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He said the new deal, which was agreed in principle, would allow the EU executive “to once
again authorise” the vast data flows and shore up the economic relationship with the EU.
Ms. Von der Leyen hailed “another step in strengthening our partnership” that will enable
“predictable and trustworthy data flows”.
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The pact for now puts to rest an issue that had become a nagging impediment to deeper
transatlantic cooperation on trade and tech regulation and threatened to seriously disrupt
business.
The new pact, which still needs to be finalised, will almost certainly face intense legal scrutiny
that began after revelations by Edward Snowden of mass digital spying by U.S. agencies.
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Max Schrems, an Austrian activist and lawyer, has spearheaded the legal onslaught and on
Friday dismissed the “political announcement” by Mr. Biden and Von der Leyen that would likely
fail in court.
Once the text lands, “if it is not in line with EU law, we or another group will likely challenge it,”
Mr. Schrems warned. The previous deal, known as Privacy Shield, was struck down in 2020 and
was the successor to another EU-U.S. deal, Safe Harbour, which was itself torpedoed by a
similar court ruling in 2015. Businesses have since resorted to legally uncertain workarounds to
keep the data flow moving.
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ASSAM, MEGHALAYA INK PACT TO END BORDER
ROW
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The agreement was based on a draft resolution signed between the two States on January 29.
The six disputed sectors are Tarabari, Gizang, Hahim, Boklapara, Khanapara-Pillangkata and
Ratacherra under the Kamrup, Kamrup (Metro) and Cachar districts of Assam and the West
Khasi Hills, Ri-Bhoi and East Jaintia Hills districts of Meghalaya.
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The two States had in June 2021 adopted a “give-and-take” policy to start the process of
resolving the boundary dispute by constituting three regional committees each.
The draft resolution, prepared on the basis of the recommendations of the regional panels,
proposed dividing the disputed 36.79 sq. km land in the six areas of difference between the two
States.
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While Assam will get 18.51 sq. km of the disputed areas, Meghalaya will get the remaining 18.28
sq.km. Mr Shah said about 70% of the inter-State boundary has now become dispute-free with
the signing of the agreement. “We will resolve the problem in the six other areas in the near
future. I congratulate both sides on behalf of (Prime Minister Narendra) Modi ji and the
Government of India,” he said. Lauding the “political will” of the two Chief Ministers, Mr. Shah
said he was confident that the northeast could be free of interstate boundary disputes in the
days to come.
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Apart from Meghalaya, Assam has boundary disputes with Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram and
Nagaland. All these States, two as Union Territories initially, were carved out of Assam between
1963 and 1972. Mr. Sarma called the boundary deal historic and thanked Mr. Modi and Mr.
Shah for their “guidance in achieving this feat”. “We hope to resolve the disputes in the
remaining six areas soon,” he said.
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